Collapsed stope or shallow surface workings
on the Waen Las Vein, Big Covert, Maeshafn

Abandoned Lead and Zinc mining at Waen Glas and Pant Ddu mines, Maeshafn, Flintshire
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Introduction
“Big Covert” is an area of private woodland (centred at NGR SJ199602) lying south of the Clwydian
village of Maeshafn (Figure 1) close to the boundary between Denbighshire and Flintshire. The
former Burley Hill Quarry (limestone) is located along the eastern boundary of the woodland. The
area lies within the Clwydian Range Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. The woodland is actively
managed for forestry by a range of current owners, and is popular with locals for dog walking,
exercise and other country-side pursuits. There are a number of public rights of way and access
roadways in the woodland.
The general area is well known for its history of lead and zinc mining; and walking around
the woodland it doesn’t take the trained eye long to notice significant indications of former mining
activity (Plates 1 and 2 for examples). There is little indication to the general public of risks
associated with the nature of the ground however, and particularly with respect to the extent to
which the ground surface should be considered unstable.
Geology
There is relatively little drift cover (soils) overlying the solid geology (limestone bedrock), with the
only extensive areas of soil materials comprising tipped mine waste and informal roadway made-up
ground. The solid geology (Figure 2) comprises Carboniferous Limestone, specifically the Leete
Limestone Formation and overlying Loggerheads Limestone Formation. The eastern boundary
(adjacent to Burley Quarry) is defined by a northerly trending fault which brings the overlying Cefn
Mawr Limestone against the Loggerheads Limestone Formation. Davies et al (2004) indicate the
following chrono-stratigraphy for this part of the Carboniferous Limestone succession:Brigantian
Asbian
Holkerian/Asbian

- Cefn Mawr Limestone Formation
- Loggerheads Limestone Formation
- Leete Limestone Formation

The British Geological Survey Lexicon (BGS 2020) describes the Loggerheads Limestone Formation as
follows:“Thickly bedded, massive, pale grey shelly limestones (packstones and grainstones), locally mottled
and pseudobrecciated, arranged in shoaling upwards cycles capped by calcretes, hummocky
palaeokarstic surfaces and associated thin bentonitic clay seams (palaeosols) and rare coals. Locally
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dolomitised and with scattered chert nodules. The Loggerheads Limestone Formation records late
Asbian platform carbonate deposition on the North Wales Dinantian shelf. Each cyclic sequence
records a shoaling upwards unit developed in response to transgressive and regressive movements in
sea level. Many regressions culminated in emergence of the platform surface and the formation of
calcrete and karstic dissolution features. During these periods of emergence, wind blown volcanic ash
accumulated on the platform surface to form thin bentonitic soils.”
The base of the formation is noted to be at the “Top of highest porcellanous limestone of underlying
Leete Limestone Formation.” The Leete Limestone Formation is described as
“Lithologically varied comprising diagnostic porcellanous and fenestral limestones (wackestones and
calcite mudstones) interbedded with dark, foetid argillaceous limestone (packstones), and pale
skeletal peloidal limestones (packstones and grainstones) including beds rich in oncoids. Thin grey
and green mudstone beds and rare coals are present locally. Lithologies are arranged in shoalingupwards rhythms, each capped by a porcellanous limestone.”
Mineralisation
Davies et al (2004) note the similarity of the style of mineralisation to that of the Pennine Orefields
and suggest that they are of Mississippi Valley type, typically strata bound, epigenetic ore deposits
(Paradis et al, 2007). The mineralisation in the district is found most commonly in the upper parts of
the Leete Limestone, and in the Loggerheads Limestone, and is typically associated with northwest
orientated faults. The minerals found are generally sulphides of lead and zinc (i.e. galena and
sphalerite) with accessory silver. Gangue minerals include calcite and quartz.
The mineralised faulted veins are also associated with generally northerly trending “crosscourses” - such as that which defines the location of the Burley Hill Quarry property boundary - but
these are not normally mineralised to the same extent. Figure 2 shows the extent of local faulting
identified on the current BGS 1:50,000 Geological Map together with the boundary between the
Leete Limestone and the overlying Loggerheads Limestone as currently mapped. Burley Hill Quarry
(BHQ) is seen to have been working the overlying Cefn Mawr Limestone.
Mining
The Mining history in the district is long and described in a number of references; primarily Davies et
al (2004), and historical documents including Strahan (1890), Smith (1921) and Earp (1958). The
available information was usefully summarised by Cave and Hains (1988). Williams (1980) gave very
detailed information with respect to the area a short distance further north. There is however a
dichotomy that needs to be considered with respect to interpreting modern as opposed to older
geological texts. The modern works benefit from a more refined geological understanding, and also
from subsequent observations made during later mining activity and other excavations (such as, for
example adjacent quarrying operations). The older texts however will be more closely associated
with the original mining activity (most of which occurred in the late 19th and early 20th centuries).
They may also have had access to original archive material lost to later workers.
Extensive workings in the area are known to have occurred in the 17th and 18th Centuries.
Flintshire Records Office hold copies of a series of leases from throughout the late 18th and 19th
Centuries ceding rights to mine “lead ore”, “blackjack”(zinc sulphide), “smythom” (believed to be a
synonym for blackjack), “boose” (mixed lead ore and gangue minerals), “calk”(barium sulphate) and
“calamine”(zinc carbonate or silicate); from the mineral owner (typically the Grosvenor Westminster Estate) to various lessees in the area. The extant leases attributable to mining
associated with what are known as the Waen Glas and Pant Ddu Veins cover the period 1735 to
1891. Selected details from these leases are given in Table 2 (Appendix 2).
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The 1850 Geological Quarter Sheet records the presence of “Waen Las Mine” although the precise
location is indeterminate at the original, as published, scale (See Figure 3). Strahan (1890) described
the geology as understood by the geological survey responsible for production of the geological
quarter sheet (79SE) published in 1892, following earlier editions in 1856 and 1886. The 1856 Edition
(Figure 3) shows a number of veins (unnamed on the original) trending north-west to south-east.
These were significantly modified in the 1892 edition and reflect both the greater knowledge of the
mining activity, and the understanding of the mode of origin as faults (displacement of geological
boundaries is clearly defined). This edition of the geological mapping appears to inform the location
of the veins subsequently plotted and described by Earp (1958). Earp's description included enough
detail to allow the veins shown on the 1856 mapping to be tentatively named, as in Figure 3.
It is also worth noting that there are also karstic features within the limestone and at least
one location where early human(Romano-British) activity is believed to have taken place in
association with later mining, as shown in Plate 3, described by Hesketh (1955) and shown in
summary, after Hesketh (1955) in Appendix 3 (Figure A3.1). In addition, there are a number of
archive materials prepared by the cave and mine exploration communities available such as that
relating to “Scouse Pot” - also included in Appendix 3 (Figure A3.2). It can be noted that both these
features show a combination of elements directed either north/south, or north-west/south-east,
consistent with the generalised trends of faults and veins apparent in the bedrock as described
previously.
Legacy Features
The method chosen to attempt to assess the extent of current legacy issues related to the former
mining activity is to map the surface features that can be seen. These comprise numerous mine
entries and subsidence related features including former active mine shafts, abandoned trials, spoil
heaps, mine adit entrances and apparent “stope” collapses. The locations of these features were
determined using GPS and have been collated in a gazetteer presented as Table 2 (Appendix 2).
With the coordinates of the features available these can be plotted and compared with the
available geological maps to allow interpretation of the likely origin of the features. This has been
done using the freely available GIS Software “QGIS”. Perhaps the most obvious features present are
the vertical shafts, some of which have been formally capped, some have more informal capping
and/or fencing arrangements, others are open but fenced. To date only a single open unfenced shaft
(Gazetteer Reference 53) has been identified but given the extensive leaf litter and past informal
capping practices, their further presence cannot be ruled out.
There is one clear mine adit entry associated with the former Waen Las mine (Gazetter
Reference 9). There are other less obvious features which may represent some form of “day-level”.
i.e. a pedestrian (likely crawling room only) entry for workers, but probably not a main access for
goods and materials.
In a number of locations apparent stope collapses are apparent. These are locations where
mining has taken place beneath ground surface in a mineralised vein, and the workings themselves
have either broken through to surface from beneath, or following cessation of mining activity,
ground has collapsed into the open void beneath.
In some cases, the feature at the surface is a cleft or linear depression in the hillside and the
mode of origin is unclear. It may represent differential weathering out of the mineralised vein by
natural processes, or it may be a man-made feature associated with shallow quarry type workings of
the vein at surface. It may also represent a subsidence feature associated with collapse of a stope
from below, as described previously. In each of these cases the feature is noted simply as being a
“Stope/vein”.
Figure 6 shows a stylised (and not to scale) representation of a “typical” early 19th Century
lead-zinc type mine layout showing the relationship between these features and the ore body being
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worked. Figure 7 illustrates how these features would be anticipated to fit into the broader mining
related landscape.
Web based sources (particularly Coflein, 2020) give some historical details of the mine and
(Gazetteer Items 40 and 41) are derived from this source. This web page also holds a number of
photographs believed to be of workings in the Waen las Bach Vein. Ford (2008) records the presence
of a drainage adit portal adjacent to the River Alyn (Gazetteer Item 42).
Figure 8 shows the locations of the features identified plotted on an Open Street Map base
plan using QGIS. Figure 9 shows this same data interpreted with respect to the recorded workings.
The main features to note include a swathe of mining related features associated with what can be
termed Waen Las (western) and Pant Ddu workings (eastern) along the swarm of veins including the
Waen Las itself, the Waen Las bach, Pant Ddu and Goodwin Veins. To the south of these workings
two separate groups of features can be attributed to workings in the Pentrehobin Vein and Taylor’s
Vein.
There are two clusters of features (labelled C1 and C2) toward the north of the area that do
not appear to relate to any previously recorded mine workings. C1 lies relatively close to the
extensive workings associated with the Maeshafn Vein and may be workings in a splay off that vein.
Alternatively, both clusters C1 and C2 may be the first formal record of workings along mineralised
faults which are recorded in this location on the most recent BGS mapping (see Figure 2).
There is a single feature which defies categorisation within this framework. Located at
SJ19987,60226 this apparent shaft has been identified by the presence of what appears to be a
timber and concrete shaft cover. It is possible that this feature (Plate 6) has been misinterpreted,
with one alternative explanation being its use as a mountain bike jump ramp.
Legacy Issues
The extent of the legacy issues relates to the nature of the particular mining activity undertaken at
specific locations. Risks associated with mine shafts are obvious, as they can extend to considerable
depth below local ground level. Whilst most of the shafts associated with lead zinc working are likely
to be of relatively small diameter - they are sufficiently large to allow an individual to fall. It should
also be noted that whist a capped shaft is not necessarily safe from collapse. Shafts can collapse
because they have been built in a manner that relies on the adequacy of for example original timber
strut-work or masonry lining. Adits can be particularly problematic because they are by necessity at
shallow depth where they intersect the ground surface. They can have little in the way of intact rock
cover, and without support the portal and immediate adit extents are often unstable.
The prospect of instability associated with the open stope workings affecting ground surface
is more difficult to predict. The stability of the “overhand” cover i.e. the rock above the miner’s head
will depend, amongst other things, on how close the top of the stope came to ground level. As it
approaches ground surface it is to be expected that the strength of the ground deteriorates, as does
the quality of the ore being worked. It is obvious that several the stopes along the Waen Las and
Pant Ddu workings have daylighted with the formation of crown holes. All ground within these areas
of workings that has not already collapsed should be considered susceptible to future collapse on
the precautionary principle. Similarly areas C1 and C2, and in the vicinity of Taylor’s Vein and the
Pentrehobin Vein should also be considered at risk.
The extent of any historical treatment offered to any of the shafts, adits and mine voids
remains uncertain. Anecdotal evidence (Ford, 2008) suggests that forestry operations in Big Covert
may have infilled old open workings by bulldozing operations during 1966. It is apparent that some
of the land-owners and/or occupiers have undertaken some fencing of the more obvious mining
related features. However, other than a single “Beehive” type shaft cap (Gazetteer Item 14, Plate 7),
many features are unfenced, with no public warnings as to the nature of the ground and the extent
of historical mine workings.
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Those using the woodland for leisure pursuits should be aware of the potential for leaf litter to be
covering mining related features that are open to the surface. It is hoped that any owners
undertaking forestry related operations should be aware of the generalised risks from mining in the
area, but it is worth noting that there is specific concern with respect to vehicle traffic using the
established roadways in and around locations C1 and C2, within the areas of Waen Las and Pant Ddu
workings, and around the Taylor’s and Pentrehobin Veins. There is no readily available published
record of any specific remedial works having been put in place to counter the risk of mining related
surface instability affecting any of the major roadways.
Disclaimer and Acknowledgements
Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5 are sourced from the BGS publication back catalogue and are published under
open government licence. Figures 8 and 9 have been generated using QGIS software and the
associated OpenStreetMap UK base mapping.
It should be noted that whilst every effort has been made to locate the positions of the
features accurately in some cases it was not feasible to stand at the actual location of the feature
due to safety issues, therefore offsets of a few metres may have occurred. Furthermore, locations
were identified using a Garmin etrek 20 GPS. There is considerable tree cover across the woodland
and consequently some inaccuracy in initial position may have occurred. All individual locations
should be subject to a specific check to ensure the location is accurate.
The locations identified in the gazetteer herewith are believed to represent a significant
proportion of the extant surface features. However, it is impossible to state that these are
exhaustive, as there is considerable leaf litter, and not all ground has been covered. No warranty can
be offered with respect to the completeness of the data presented herein.
At the time of writing the woodland is suffering from the impact of Ash dieback
(Hymenoscyphus fraxineus or “Chalara” Disease). Most of the standing ash is either dead or dying. In
addition, many of the trees are only shallowly rooted in the sparse limestone topsoil and
consequently, many of the ash trees are at risk of falling. In addition to in ground risks associated
with past mining activity anyone visiting Big Covert needs to be wary of potential tree fall,
particularly so during windy weather.
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Figures

Fig. 1 Site Location (base map: Open Street Map)
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Fig. 2 Annotated extract from BGS 1:50,000 Geological Map, Sheet 108 (Solid Ed). Copyright BGS
(1999)
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Fig. 3 1850 Geological Quarter Sheet (79SE). Veins names follow Earp (1958). Copyright BGS (1850)
1 Jamaica Flat. 2 Maeshafn Vein. 3 Waenglas Vein. 4 Waenglas Bach Vein. 5 Goodwin Vein. 6 Pant
Du Vein. 7 Pentrehobin Vein. 8 Taylor's Vein. 9 Belgrave Vein. Note the presence of “Waen las mine”
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Fig. 4 1892 Quarter Sheet showing faulted geological boundaries. Copyright BGS (1892). Veins
named as assumed in Fig. 3, although the Jamaica Flat is now absent (referred to as “Chert”). Waen
las Mine is again shown to be present
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Fig. 5 Extract from Earp (1958) indicating extent of recorded veins and principal recorded mine
entries (WL1-WL5). Copyright BGS (1958) Main entries recorded are an apparent drainage adit (WL1
and shafts Wl2 ,WL3(“Waen-las”), WL4 ("Shones”) and WL5 (“Pant-du”).
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Fig. 6 Generalised 19th Century Lead/Zinc mine layout showing relationships between shaft and adit
mine entries, stope workings and mineral vein.

Fig. 7 Generalised sketch showing typical features anticipated at lead/zinc mining sites.
1 Drainage adit adjacent to river. 2 Construction shafts for drainage adit. 3 Open collapse on
stope workings. 4 Adit entry. 5 Shaft Entry. 6 Surface pit or trial. 7 Haul road or tramway.
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Fig. 8 Identified features marked on recent base map (Open Street Map)
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Fig. 9 Interpreted figure based on previous figure showing locations of identified features with

respect to recorded mining history. Note two sets (C1 and C2) of previously unrecorded mining
activity.
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Plates

Plate 1 Fenced off open shaft, Waen Glas workings, SN19710,59878, Gazetteer Item 25
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Plate 2 Fenced off and informally boarded over probable shaft, SN19837,60132, Gazetteer Item 33
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Plate 3 Entrance to “Big Covert Cave, Maeshafn” at SJ19791,60547, Gazetteer Item 37
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Plate 4 Stope collapse, evidence of recent/ongoing movement at SJ19844,60507, Gazetteer Item 44
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Plate 5 Timbered-over but unfenced stope collapse at SJ19860,60494 (Feature at Plate 4 in background),
Gazetteer Item 45
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Plate 6 Possible timber and concrete shaft cap at SJ19987,60226 Shaft, Gazetteer Item 6.
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Plate 7 Beehive type shaft cover at SJ19953,60015, Gazetteer Item 14.
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Appendix 1
Table 1 Gazetteer of mining related features
Item No.

NGR (SJ)

Type of Feature

Commentary
With apparent gas vent

1

19774,60433

Shaft

2

19763,60075

Shaft

3

19767,60037

Stope/Vein

4

20020,59889

Stope/Vein

5

20070,59958

Stope/Vein

6

19987,60226

Shaft

7

19862,60864

Shaft

8

19757,60170

Adit

Tramway at entrance

9

19769,60151

Adit

Portal

10

19753,60114

Stope/Vein

11

19743,60095

Spoil

12

19759,60061

Stope/Vein

13

19869,59957

Stope

Collapsed stope at surface

14

19953,60015

Shaft

Beehive type shaft cap

15

20081,59986

Shaft

Adjacent to Burley Quarry fence

16

20041,59968

Shaft

Suspected old bell pit on vein

17

20023,59974

Stope/Vein

Possible old day level adit entry

18

20026,59962

Stope/Vein

Possible old day level adit entry

19

20014,59972

Stope/Vein

20

20007,59982

Stope/Vein

21

19986,59990

Stope/Vein

22

19774,60441

Stope

23

19785,60139

Spoil

24

19625,59835

Shaft

Possible old day level adit entry

25

19710,59878

Shaft

Open but fenced (see Plate 1)

26

19730,59852

Shaft

27

19867,60866

Shaft?

28

19889,60858

Stope/Vein

29

19903,60821

Stope/Vein

30

19903,60819

Adit

31

19913,60805

Stope/Vein

32

19825,60130

Stope/Vein

Adjacent to Burley Quarry fence

Timber and concrete suspected shaft cover

Collapsed stope at surface

Possible collapsed stope

Possible day level entry
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33

19837,60132

Shaft

Boarded and fenced (see Plate 2)

34

19838,60126

Spoil

35

19852,60106

Adit

36

19870,59978

Shaft

37

19791,60547

Cave Entrance

Maeshafn Cave (see Plate 3)

38

19863,60495

Shaft

Probable trial, small spoil heap

39

19827,60501

Shaft

Probable trial, small spoil heap

40

19450,60300

Shaft

Coflein (2020)

41

19300,60500

Shaft

Coflein (2020)

42

19300,60700

Adit

Drainage Adit Portal (Ford, 2008)

43

19856,60834

Adit

Suspected filled over portal

44

19844,60507

Stope

Stope collapse (recent movement)

45

19860,60494

Stope

Timbered over stope collapse

46

19945,60073

Spoil

47

19613,60185

Shaft

Shown on 1st Edition OS Map

48

19756,60040

Shaft

Shown on 1st Edition OS Map

49

20096,59937

Shaft

Shown on 1st Edition OS Map

50

20114,59971

Shaft

Shown on 1st Edition OS Map

51

19689,59562

Cave

Scouse Pit, (Caves of Wales,2020)

52

19684,59591

Adit

Collapsed portal

53

19740,59596

Shaft

Open unlined shaft

54

19949,59978

Stope

Timbered over stope collapse

55

19949,59978

Stope

Surface collapse marked with peg
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Appendix 2
Table 2 Grosvenor (Halkyn) Estate Mine Lease Extracts
Date
1736

Lessee

Lessor

Baronet Sir
Robert Grosvenor

Comberbatch &
Perrin

Term
in yrs
21

Minerals

Royalty
(4)
25s/ton

Flintshire CC ID

Location

Size (1),( 2)

GB 208 D/GR/34

Pant-du Rake
(East)

38 1/2 meers

25s/ton

GB 208 D/GR/36

Wain Lase
forefield

10 meers

25s/ton

GB 208 D/GR/53

Pant-du Rake
(West)

6 meers
length, 2
meers breadth

Lead Ore

40s/ton

GB 208 D/GR/54

Pant du

12 acres, 1
rood, 17
perches

Calamine

20s/ton

Blackjack

10s/ton

Lead Ore

40s/ton

GB 208 D/GR/46

Pant du

24 acres, 3
roods, 6
perches

Calamine

20s/ton

Blackjack

10s/ton

Lead Ore

Variable
(3)

GB 208 D/GR/47

Pant du

27 acres, 0
roods, 20
perches

Calamine

15s/ton

Blackjack

7s6d/ton

Lead Ore

25s/ton

GB 208 D/GR/48

Pant du

62 acres, 1
rood,
31perches

Calamine

15s/ton

Blackjack

7s6d/ton

Lead Ore

25s/ton

GB 208 D/GR/49

Waen las

135 acres, 2
roods, 4
perches

Lead Ore
Boose
Smythom

1736/37

"

John Lloyd

21

Lead Ore
Boose
Smythom

1743

"

John Lloyd

21

Lead Ore

Boose
Smythom
1824

1825

1831

1837

1837

Robert Earl
Grosvenor

Baronet Sir
Robert Grosvenor

Marquis of
Westminster

"

Marquis of
Westminster

Edward Goodwin
and others

James Knight and
others

Charles Harrison
and others

Charles Harrison
(sole)

John Senior and
others

21

19

21

21

21

and Thomas Lewis
1856
1891

Marquis of
Westminster
Hugh, Duke of
Westminster

5s/ton
William Challoner
and others
John Davies and
others

21

Lead Ore

20s/ton

GB 208 D/GR/51

Waen las (5)

21

Lead Ore

15s/ton
(6)
5s/ton

GB 208 D/GR/58

Pant-du /
Waenlas

Calamine
(1)

(4)

20s = 1£, 12d = 1s

(2)

Rather variable measure of length typically about 30 yards
1 rood = 1/4 acre, 40 perches = 1 rood

(5)

carries endorsement "Waen-las assigned over to Bostock, Francis and others"

(3)

Sold at less than £9/ton, Royalty30s/ton

(6)
Royalty for lead reduced to 10s/ ton while 4 miners employed on deadworks
driving drainage adit

Sold at £9-11/ton, Royalty 35s/ton
Sold at £11-13/ton, Royalty 40s/ton
Sold at more than £13/ton, Royalty
45s/ton
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Appendix 3
Selected historical Plans and sections

Fig. A3.1 Annotated Figure of Big Covert (Maeshafn) Cave after Hesketh (1955).
Red lettering annotation and the metric scale bar added.

26

Fig. A3.2 “Scouse Pot” - SN19689,59562 Source Ebbs (2020). Metric scale bar added
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